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FLUIKETTLE
“It’s the one and only strong, safe,
soft and dynamically unstable
kettlebell in the world.”

The kettlebell is one of the most widespread tools for
functional training, incredibly versatile for the high
number of workouts it can be used. The Fluikettle is the
only one of its kind: in fact it can be shaken, grabbed,
thrown, significantly reducing the risk of damage for
people and surfaces. Thanks to these features it can
be used in clubs and at home. Unlike a simple cast iron
kettlebell, the Fluikettle contains a mixture of solid and
fluid matter which turns every workout into a genuine
neuromuscular training, much more effective from the
metabolic point of view. The special feel and the chromatic
feature of the Fluikettle turn the heavy work of the motor
activity into a pleasant and harmonic movement. Unlike
the traditional cast iron product, the Fluikettle’s special
material guarantees comfort during the workout execution
because it is soft on the person.
Reaxing is the first company in the world to develop a training
methodology and a product range exploiting the “Sudden Dynamic
Impulse” technology. Unpredictable stimuli train your senses and
take training to a much higher level in terms of quality and quantity
by increasing sports performance and metabolic activity, improving
muscle reaction time and reliability in post-trauma recovery phases,
as well as reducing the risk of injuries.

technical specs

The Fluikettle is available in different weights: from 2 to 12 kg (4.4 to 26.4 lb). Thanks to its softer and safer
texture, with only one tool it is possible to create or innovate a group activity training format already present
into your club, from the indoor cycling to step classes… also on wooden floors.

FLUIKETTLE

FLUIKETTLE STORAGE - RX1304
PROUCTS NOT INCLUDED
FLUIKETTLE STORAGE CAN CONTAIN UP TO:
16 X FLUIKETTLE

RX1298
2kg

RX1299
4kg

RX1300
6kg

RX1301
8kg

RX1302
10kg

RX1303
12kg
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EDUCATIONAL
Participate in one of our classes and learn
how to use our products at their best.
Reaxing fully supports your activities and allows you to use
the whole range of products in the best way. All our courses
are developed to train fitness professionals, providing
them with programs suitable for their needs and in line
with the “Reaxing Training Method”. Professionals in the
fitness field and qualified Master Trainers have created
and developed a wide range of educational programs, all
with a highly qualifying direction and a clear and simple
educational method behind.
Check our website www.reaxing.com for updates and
courses availability.
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